In our previous work[6] , we constructed a wavefunction of the universe using a quadratic lagrangian form and the dynamical equation:
,such as quintessence [2] , K-essence [3] and tachyonic scalar fields described by Born-Infeld (B-I) action [4] .when The equation of state < −1 ,we find the phantom energy, where phantom energy density increases with time.
In 2006 Robert J. Nemiroff suggested that a previously unknown type of energy may have dominated the early universe Called ultralight energy. Which more attractive than light. [5] .
In our previous work [6] , we constructed a wavefunction of the universe using a quadratic lagrangian form and the dynamical equation: , the scale factor is (a) , dot, denotes derivative with respect to the cosmic time. we used the familiar scale factor relation =
Energy states of universe
Now we can extend to include negative values −1 ≤ ≤ 1.
We find, , vary as:
Changing the integral limits of as in (1), to find the generalized normalization constant:
The generalized wavefunction became: Also we find = 0 ,when = 2 −1 . this leads to = 0 at radiation era. we found in previous work [6] that , cosmological constant vanishes at radiation era, when we defined it as the surface term.
the question here is , what is the relation between the cosmological constant and the curvature energy?.
The answer is simple, the cosmological constant is an energy appears due to space curvature. As we see when → ∞ , ∝ 1 ,which is small amount, and this is the reason of the cosmological constant magnitude .
New Phantom energy
The density parameter Ω [6] ,is defined as: . at this era ,the energy density increases with time (11).if the universe come to this era just after inflation, when −1 ≤ < 0 ,we find that the universe keep on expanding with constant rate and gaining energy, Phantom energy. this early time phantom energy with = − 1 3 , dominate the universe, A.V. Yurov [7] found the probability of universe, using Wheeler-DeWitt wave equation, after big trip, will be maximum if and only if = − .
